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MACHINES AND ACCESSORIES - pneumatic accessories

EWO hand tyre inflators

PNEULIGHT

pic. code connector description

1 EW-471221 lever
Hand-held tyre inflator designed for inflating  tyres with air. It is equipped with 
63 mm pressure gauge (accuracy class 1.6) in a rubber protection cover. This 
tyre inflator cannot be calibrated. A full range of accessories and spare parts 
is available (see: Hand tyre inflators - accessories).
Material: blue polyamide (PA6 GK30).
Connection: EUROSTANDARD 7.2 plug.
Max. working press.: 10 bar.
Working temp.: from -10°C up to +50°C.

2 EW-471223 clip

3 EW-471222 double-sided push-on

4 EW-471301 angle extension

1 2 3 4

AIRMASTER STANDARD

pic. code connector description

1 EW-356121 lever
Hand-held tyre inflator designed for inflating  tyres with air and nitrogen. It is 
equipped with 63 mm pressure gauge (accuracy class 1.0) in a rubber protec-
tion cover with double scale (bar, psi). This tyre inflator cannot be calibrated. 
A full range of accessories and spare parts is available (see: Hand tyre infla-
tors - accessories).
Material: aluminium.
Connection: EUROSTANDARD 7.2 plug (* - DN 6 hose tail).
Working press.: up to 10 bar.
Max. working press.:12 bar.
Working temp.: from -10°C up to +60°C.

2 EW-356123 clip

3 EW-356122 double-sided push-on

1 EW-356111* lever

2 EW-356113* clip

3 EW-356112* double-sided push-on

1 2 3
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EWO hand tyre inflators

AIRMASTER PREMIUM

pic. code connector description

1 EW-356221 lever Hand-held tyre inflator designed for inflating tyres with air and nitrogen. It is 
equipped with 63 mm pressure gauge (accuracy class 1.0) in a rubber protec-
tion cover with double scale (bar, psi). Calibrated - recalibration required every 
2 years (Directive 86/217/EEC). A full range of accessories and spare parts is 
available (see: Hand tyre inflators - accessories).
Material: aluminium.
Connection: EUROSTANDARD 7.2 plug.
Working press.: up to 10 bar.
Max. working press.: 12 bar.
Working temp.: from -10°C up to +60°C.

2 EW-356223 clip

3 EW-356222 double-sided push-on

AIRSTAR

pic. code connector description

1 EW-245201 lever
Hand-held tyre inflator designed for inflating tyres with air and nitrogen. It is 
equipped with 80 mm pressure gauge (accuracy class 1.0) in a polyethylene 
protection cover with double scale (bar, psi). A calibrated version requires rec-
alibration every 2 years (Directive 86/217/EEC). A full range of accessories 
and spare parts is available (see: Hand tyre inflators - accessories).
Material: rubber-coated aluminium.
Connection: EUROSTANDARD 7.2 plug.
Working press.: up to 12 bar.
Max. working press.: 12 bar.
Working temp.: from -10°C up to +60°C.
* without calibration.

2 EW-245261 clip

3 EW-245211 double-sided push-on

1 EW-245241* lever

2 EW-245271* clip

3 EW-245251* double-sided push-on

1 2 3

1 2 3
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EWO hand tyre inflators

EUROAIR

pic. code connector operating pressure description

1 EW-151200 lever
0 ÷ 4 bar 

(cars)
Hand-held tyre inflator designed for inflating  tyres 
with air and nitrogen. Includes a pressure gauge 80 
mm (accuracy class 1.0) in a polyethylene cover with 
double scale (bar, psi). A calibrated version requires  
recalibration every 2 years (Directive 86/217/EEC). A 
full range of accessories and spare parts is available 
(see: Hand tyre inflators - accessories).
Material: aluminium.
Connection: EUROSTANDARD 7.2 plug.
Working temp.: from -10°C up to +60°C.
* without calibration.

2 EW-151260 clip

3 EW-151210 double-sided push-on

1 EW-151201 lever
0 ÷ 12 bar 

(cars and trucks)2 EW-151261 clip

3 EW-151211 double-sided push-on

1 EW-151243* lever 0 ÷ 25 bar 
(special vehicles, planes)3 EW-151253* double-sided push-on

1 2 3

EUROAIR 
DIGITAL

pic. code connector description

1 EW-152201 lever Hand-held tyre inflator designed for inflating tyres with air and nitrogen. Ap-
proved by PTB (National Metrology Institute of Germany). Includes a digital 
pressure gauge 80 mm (display resolution: every 0.05 bar) in a rubber protec-
tion cover. The display turns on automatically when inflating starts. It turns off 
after 20 seconds of stand-by. A full range of accessories and spare parts is 
available (see: Hand tyre inflators - accessories).
Material: aluminium.
Display: LCD (digits: 15 mm high).
Power  supply: lithium battery 3V CR2450.
Connection: EUROSTANDARD 7.2 plug.
Working press.: up to 12 bar.
Working temp.: from -10°C up to +60°C.
* without calibration.

2 EW-152261 clip

3 EW-152211 double-sided push-on

1 EW-152241* lever

2 EW-152271* clip

3 EW-152251* double-sided push-on

1 2 3
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EWO hand tyre inflators - accessories

pic. code description

1* EW-1523 Digital pressure gauge 80 mm, in a protection cover, 0 ÷ 12 bar.
2** EW-151139 Pressure gauge 80 mm, in a protection cover, 0 ÷ 4 bar.
2** EW-151140 Pressure gauge 80 mm, in a protection cover,  0 ÷ 12 bar.
2** EW-151141 Pressure gauge 80 mm, in a protection cover,  0 ÷ 25 bar.
3*** EW-35619 Pressure gauge 63 mm, in a protection cover, 0 ÷ 10 bar.

4 EW-15125
Lever connector with a fitting for DN 6 mm hose, equipped with a special clip which holds the connector in the 
right position and with a pin to release the valve. A rubber seal and a metal cap is included. Supplied as a set 
with EAR CLIP clamp.

5 EW-151183 Clip connector with a fitting for DN 6 mm hose,  equipped with a special clip which holds the connector in the 
right position. Available as a set with EAR CLIP clamp.

6 EW-15151
Double sided push-on connector with a fitting for DN 6 mm hose, enables inflating tyres from the inside or out-
side of a wheel. A very comfortable handle facilitates operation. The connector has no special clips, the length 
is well adjusted to allow easy and convenient access to a hard-to-reach tyre valve. Supplied as a set with EAR 
CLIP clamp.

7 EW-151K50
Double sided push-on connector designed to be attached to a clip connector. It enables inflating tyres from the 
inside or outside of a wheel. A very comfortable handle facilitates operation. The connector has no special clips, 
the length is well adjusted to allow easy and convenient access to a hard-to-reach tyre valve.

8 EW-471K24
90° angle extension for bicycle and car valves, mounted directly to the body of PNEULIGHT tyre inflator. Ends 
with BSP 1/4” male thread connection. It has a rubber seal and a metal cap with 6 mm hole diameter at one 
end, and a plug with rubber seal and 8 mm hole diameter at the other end.

9 EW-35618 A bicycle nipple with a chain, mounted to a clip connector. A rubber seal and a metal cap with 8 mm hole diam-
eter is included.

10 EW-471K17 A set of three nipples, mounted directly to a clip connector. Intended to inflate air mattresses, balls, bicycle tyres 
and car tyres.

1

* - for EUROAIR DIGITAL hand tyre inflator.
** - for EUROAIR hand tyre inflator
*** - for PNEULIGHT, AIRMASTER STANDARD, AIRMASTER PREMIUM hand tyre inflators.

2 3
4

5

6

7
8

9 10
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Automatic tyre inflators

AIRQUICK
Tank:
Max. pressure:
Press. gauge:
Weight:
Working temp.:

6 liters capacity,
16 bar
Ø 160 mm, 0 ÷ 10 bar
7.1 kg
From -10°C up to +60°C

A portable device for mobile operations. Equipped with 
an air tank allows to inflate the tyres of cars, trucks and 
motorcycles. Large pressure gauge is fitted at 20° angle 
to facilitate correct pressure readings. A built-in air tank 
allows operation independent of compressed air supply. 
Tank approval number CE 2004-0036.

code
max. filling 
pressure  

[bar]

supply 
pressure  

[bar]
description

EW-47710 5.5 7 ÷ 16 AIRMATE stationary tyre inflator.
EW-47730 10 12 ÷ 16 AIRMATE stationary tyre inflator.
EW-47720 10 12 ÷ 16 PNEUMATE stationary tyre inflator.

EW-477K34 - - Rubber hose DN 6, L=10 m with tyre connector.
EW-477K29 - - PVC hose DN 6, L=10 m with tyre connector.
EW-477K35 - - PVC  hose DN 6.5, L=10 m with tyre connector.
EW-477K43 - - PU spiral hose DN 6.5, L=5 m with tyre connector.
EW-477K42 - - PU spiral hose DN 6.5, L=2.5 m with tyre connector.
EW-477K31 - - Connector for tyre inflating.

AIRMATE / PNEUMATE
Material:

Voltage:
Power:
Protection class:
Accuracy:
Weight:
Dimensions:
Working temp.:

Housing - aluminium
Display - polycarbonate
90 ÷ 230 V / 50 ÷ 60 Hz (adjustable)
16 W
IP 54
± 0.5% 
2.5 kg
Ø 240 x 100 mm
From -40°C up to +70°C

A stationary electronic tyre inflator for various vehicles - automatically inflates the tyres according to the target 
pressure value setting. Suitable for indoor and outdoor operation, resistant to weather conditions. Available in two 
versions: AIRMATE for petrol stations and PNEUMATE with more functions (e.g. inflating with nitrogen) designed 
for service stations, tyre fitting, repair and replacement services, vehicle inspection stations, etc. Approved by PTB 
(National Metrology Institute of Germany) and CE marked. A hose with a connector for tyres, and other accessories 
must be ordered separately.

code connector description
EW-35020 double-sided push-on AIRQUICK tyre inflator, calibrated
EW-35021 double-sided push-on AIRQUICK tyre inflator, without calibration
EW-35013 -  AIRQUICK tank filling valve, 1/2" male thread
EW-35016 - AIRQUICK tank filling valve with elbow, 1/2" female thread
EW-600 - Pressure gauge for AIRQUICK device, 160 mm 0 ÷ 10 bar

EW-350K161 double-sided push-on Hose with handle and AIRQUICK connector for inflating, L = 1 m


